




FREE TRANSLATION CHILE BORDER REOPENING  

 

1.- Since 18th March chilean border are closed for non-residents foreign people 

2.- The borders reopening plan consider the entry of non-residents foreign people that have final 
destination Chile or only in transit  

i) The reopening borders plan look for the sanitary security of the country, in order to enter Chile, all 
visitor will have to present 03 travel documents: 

A) Before 48 hours of travel, passengers must fill sworn health declaration (www.c19.cl) 

B) Must present to the airline (before embarking) a negative PCR test which will allow to avoid 
mandatory quarantine of 14 days. The negative PCR test is valid only for 72 hours since take and 
must be taken in a local recognized laboratory 

C) Present before boarding a health insurance that covers any COVID attention if necessary 

ii) The reopening will be gradually; the first allowed entrance point will be Santiago Airport (SCL) a 
from 00:01 hrs of next 23/November. This means that all other borders (sea, land, air) remains 
closed for non-residents foreign people 

Non-residents foreign people that arrived or had been during past 14 days in a high-risk country will 
have to take 14 days of mandatory quarantine (even with negative PCR). This restriction will be only 
for 2 weeks as from 23/Nov, after that no mandatory quarantine needed (with negative PCR). The 
high-risk country are the ones mentioned in the OMS epidemiological weekly update 

iii) The reopening plan keeps the traceability of the travelers, in order to identify new cases on time: 
All travelers who enter Chile will fall under a vigilance period for 14 days after they entrance, they 
will have to report daily their health condition to the health authority (the system to do this still to 
be defined). Travelers who not report daily will have  a fine 

 

3.- Border has never been closed for Chilean and foreign residents. The entry conditions are same as 
above 

4.- Foreign travelers can move to another region following the “step by step” plan and will be only 
allowed to move to the cities/Regions where they fase step allows it. 


